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WLCG Operations Twiki

WLCG Operations Portal

- WLCG Operations Portal (high-level entry point)

Task Forces and Working Groups

- Task Forces
- Working Groups

Integration of public cloud storage and CDNs into WLCG

- Integration of public cloud storage and CDNs into WLCG

COVID-19 impact on WLCG operations

- COVID-19 impact on WLCG operations

Downtimes and SAM recalculations

- Best practices for scheduled downtimes
- Recalculation policy for SAM A/R reports
- How to request SAM A/R recalculations

SAM migration to MONIT infrastructure

- Questions for experiments related to new implementation

Meetings

- Ops
- Operations Coordination
- Management Board
- Grid Deployment Board
- Workshops

Mail

- wlcg-operations list (includes all sites, please do not misuse)
- Service Coordinator on Duty (SCOD)

Monitoring

- MONIT dashboards
- WLCG SiteMon
- WAU generated, WAU validated, WAU comparison
- WSSA
- ALICE MonALISA
Middleware and Services

- Baseline Versions
- Critical Services (Critical Services dev page)
- GGUS and SNow support links NEW!
- Service Incidents
- Globus retirement considerations
- MW OS support details

Tools

- CERN IT Status Board
- EGI Operations Portal
- GGUS
- GOCDB

Presentations

- See the attachments of this page.

Archive

- Operations Web Archive
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